Our DBL3.22-HV-LB is an extremely compact and powerful AC wallbox, for charging motor vehicles via type 2 connector. Due to its compact dimensions as well as the possibilities of mounting it on a standing post or on the wall there are various applications possible. Because of its robust design and its easy, intuitive handling it is especially suitable for daily use in the automobile industry.

Benefits
- Flexible application
- Charging AC type 2, various versions 3–22kW
- Robust design (metal case, IP54)
- Powerful fast charger in compact design
- Easiest handling: plug in cable, charging starts automatically, signal through button LED, to stop charging press the button LED, disconnect cable
Ladebox – DBL3.22-HV-LB
Compact and powerful AC wallbox

Available in different colours *

Wallbox with wallmount

Design

– Various versions from 230V 3,68kW–400V 22kW
– Outdoor use possible
– Type 2 AC charging socket
– Locking via keylock
– * Various different colours. Standard: white aluminium 9006, more colours on request

Technical data

AC input 230V/1~ 16A / 400V/3~ 16A / 400V/3~ 32A
AC output 3,68kW / 11kW / 22kW
Protection class IP54
Standards IEC 62196, DIN EN61851, CE, EMV, RoHS
Dimensions (W x D x H) 200 x 200 x 200 mm (without standing post – optional)
Weight around 6 kg